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	The Compromise of Liberal Environmentalism, 9780231120364 (0231120362), Columbia University Press, 2001
Mark W. Zacher, University of British Columbia
   Clearly one of the best studies on international environmental politics.    

"Bernstein convincingly and usefully rejects the role of epistemic communities as a driving force behind the norm change he identifies... Compelling... His attention to the role of ideas in environmental policy is important."
-- Choice


"An original and thorough analysis of the evolution of international environmental governance.... this fascinating work makes an important contribution."
-- Environmental Politics


"[T]ackled with style and commitment... [t]his is a book that many should and will want to read, both for its assessment of environmentalism internationally and for its original contribution to constructivist theory."
-- Don Munton, Perspectives on Politics

The most significant shift in environmental governance over the last thirty years has been the convergence of environmental and liberal economic norms toward "liberal environmentalism" -- which predicates environmental protection on the promotion and maintenance of a liberal economic order. Steven Bernstein assesses the reasons for this historical shift, introduces a socio-evolutionary explanation for the selection of international norms, and considers the implications for our ability to address global environmental problems.
The author maintains that the institutionalization of "sustainable development" at the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) legitimized the evolution toward liberal environmentalism. Arguing that most of the literature on international environmental politics is too rationalist and problem-specific, Bernstein challenges the mainstream thinking on international cooperation by showing that it is always for some purpose or goal. His analysis of the norms that guide global environmental policy also challenges the often-presumed primacy of science in environmental governance.


About the Author
Steven Bernstein is an assistant professor of political science at the University of Toronto.
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Designing for the Social WebNew Riders Publishing, 2008

	No matter what type of web site or application you’re building, social interaction among the people who use it will be key to its success. They will talk about it, invite their friends, complain, sing its high praises, and dissect it in countless ways. With the right design strategy you can use this social interaction...


		

Blogging with the New Google™ BloggerQue, 2006
Blogging with the New Google  Blogger is a digital short cut that covers Google's newest version  of Blogger, their free software for creating a website from which to post  thoughts, interact with people, and more. This short cut serves as an  introduction to the world of blogging...

		

DotNetNuke 5.4 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	DotNetNuke is a powerful and flexible content management system for building websites. It comes with many features for publishing content including tools to create Blogs, Banner Advertising, News Feeds, and much more. But setting up a fully featured website and customizing a complete content management system using the open source DotNetNuke...





	

Essential SharePoint 2007Addison Wesley, 2007
Collaboration. Portals. Knowledge Management. Search. Document Management. These are terms that are thrown around when talking about Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 (MOSS). But what do they really mean?

Most books are designed to address the “how” behind SharePoint, from either an administrative perspective or a...

		

World Criminal Justice Systems, Eighth Edition: A Comparative SurveyAnderson, 2012

	This comparative text provides an understanding of major world criminal justice systems by discussing and comparing the systems of six of the world's countries: England, France, Russia, China, Japan, and a new chapter on South Africa -- each representative of a different type of legal system. An additional chapter on Islamic law uses...


		

iMac For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The perennial bestselling iMac book is back—now updated and revised throughout!


	If you're eager to discover how to take advantage of the exciting possibilities that an iMac offers, then this is the book for you. From its speed, high performance, powerful operating system, and amazing applications, the iMac is an...
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